**Nutri-Energetics Systems --- NES**

**A Paradigm Shift**

Ten seconds flat – the patient scan is complete!

The NES is an informational device that very quickly takes a snapshot of the patient’s energy system to provide a synopsis of what is going on at that moment in time. During those first 10 seconds many of the parameters examined and displayed are:

- the energetic status of the Body-field
- what portions of the field are stressed and distorted
- the primary disturbing factors
- which earth fields are out of sync with the body
- which energy sources are depleted and needing replenishment
- the primary genetic weaknesses and susceptibilities
- environmental polluting and toxic factors affecting the fields and needing detoxification
- the terrain imbalances leading to susceptibility to viruses and other microorganisms
• emotional imbalances
• the level of musculoskeletal stress
• nutritional imbalances
• broad categories of allergies and sensitivities
• which remedies to be taken in which order for maximum effect

Peter Fraser, the developer of the Nutri-Energetics System, proposes a new paradigm for evaluating where a person actually is along the winding torturous path of health to disease and back. His ongoing research over many decades in Australia centered on resolving his own health issues as well as those of his patients.

**The History:**

Peter Fraser was the founder, teacher, and president of a college for Traditional Chinese Medicine in Melbourne, Australia. Motivated by his own struggle with a debilitating form of Chronic Fatigue, he spent decades researching Chinese medicine, homeopathy, physics, metaphysics, electro-acupuncture, and other therapies. His findings helped him to develop an all encompassing theory of the Quantum Electro Dynamic (QED) body-field. This theory describes the structure of energy fields; how they become distorted and warped; as well as what types of remedies can facilitate the correction of these energy fields in the body. Peter’s research began in 1985 and continues to this day.

In 2003, Harry Massey joined the research team. He had been suffering from chronic fatigue as well for about 7 years. Harry had gone from being an avid mountain climber to an exhausted, emaciated non-functioning individual who could hardly walk a couple of hundred feet. In his attempts to resolve his health problems Harry investigated, studied and tried every alternative as well as conventional modality he could find. Some of the therapies included nutrition, herbal medicine, yoga, Hulda Clarke protocols, diets, juicing, Gerson therapy, ozone therapy, chelation therapy, energetic medicine, psychotherapy, hypnotism, raw food, and others. Because his health was completely turned around by Peter’s QED field correction protocols, Harry knew that part of his life’s purpose was to help Peter to formulate his theory into a comprehensive health system that could unravel the intricacies of people’s health challenges. This system could also be used for prevention by screening for energetic disruptions in the body-field and treating and eliminating them prior to their manifesting as physical disease and symptoms.
Thus, Peter Fraser and Harry Massey partnered to develop what has become today’s Nutri-Energetics System or NES. This partnership has resulted in an accurate map of the human body-field by integrating research from many diverse fields of knowledge such as: physics, biophotonism, quantum biology, resonance phenomena, mathematics, and information technology, among others.

The Research:

In the beginning Peter was using the acupuncture meridians of Traditional Chinese Medicine along with resistance measuring equipment and kinesiology to evaluate the effect of homeopathics on different meridians and their associated organs. This research lead him to explore the Voll electrodermal screening equipment developed by Dr. Reinhold Voll. Electrodermal screening uses many additional meridians in an attempt to get a more refined picture of the body-field. Dr. Voll had identified specific tissues that were associated with specific points on the body, similar to the acupuncture meridian system. However, Voll’s points far outnumbered the Chinese meridian points. Finding the disturbed points on Voll’s meridians could more specifically identify fields interfering with the normal energetic hologram, or blueprint, eventually resulting in organ or tissue disease.

The observation of frequent success by homeopathic medicine in resolving a patient’s problem led to a breakthrough understanding. Since homeopathics are strictly energetic remedies with no physical substance of the original source material left in the preparation, the body actually needed information, as opposed to chemicals or drugs, to heal itself. By providing the correct information the body could use its existing resources, both material and energetic, to heal itself.

Still not getting all the results he required, Peter Fraser began communicating with Dr. Helmut Schimmel who developed the VEGA instrumentation. Dr. Schimmel’s method involved using homeopathics from the traditional Materia Medica as well as isodes of organ tissues. These homeopathics are used as filters to help identify where the problem area is and which remedy could balance the disturbance. Dr. Schimmel developed a set of filters from substances in the Materia Medica that could be used to identify each of the Chinese meridians.

Finding some of these meridian filters to be inadequate, Peter Fraser developed a new set of analogues representing the meridians. He found that the meridians were not a series of points on the meridian pathway, but that the actual meridians were composed of nodes that carry common information. These new analogue filters were prepared from magnetic vectors of the acupuncture points themselves. These magnetic vectors acted like a roadmap defining channels for the flow of common information. Eventually Fraser discovered 96 meridians whose effects on the body were mapped out by a set of filters potentised from all the body parts and tissues of cadavers.
After Peter Fraser and Harry Massey combined their research efforts they found that the 96 meridians were only part of a greater whole known as the Quantum Electro-Dynamic field, describing the pathways of communication within the biological body-field. The effects of these communication pathways could be reduced to 12 categories or compartments composing the overall body-field. However, another layer of complexity was added when it was discovered that the Quantum Electro-Dynamic field was enfolded on itself thereby requiring a very precise sequence of therapy to achieve optimum results. Additional complexity arose with the discovery that two more QED fields, produced by the heart, the nervous system, and possibly other organs, are also enfolded with the field from the meridians. This enfolding is rather like taking a map and tearing it into several pieces and then folding or stacking the pieces on top of one another. If the map is opened haphazardly then the routing will make no sense. However if each piece is taken off in sequence and placed correctly where it belongs the routes will be accurately displayed.

The discovery of the multi-layered and enfolded nature of the body-field mandated a new measuring instrument be developed that could remove the operator influence that the electro dermal devices were susceptible to. After Peter and Harry investigated the results of the Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research program (PEAR), which showed that the human consciousness can influence random processes of technological systems, they decided that a computer would be the ideal instrument. Teaming up with John Byrne, a computer and mathematics expert, the NES Professional device was designed. This device was made to take a snapshot of the body’s QED field and compare it to the QED field of the model for the optimum Body-field as created by the computer software and then display the differences.

Knowing that the Body-field must have moving energy to maintain its structure, Peter and Harry also investigated the energy sources of the body. They determined the primary energy sources to be:

- The heart, that begins beating around 40 days after conception producing heart sounds and pressure waves that generate phonons (Phonons are quanta of acoustic or vibrational energy, considered to be discrete particles)
- The nervous system, that generates phonons as well as large amounts of ionized particles
- The lungs, which breathe in energy as well as create certain sounds or phonons
- The DNA. Fritz Alfred Popp, Vice-President of the International Institute of Biophysics, discovered there are photon emissions from plant and animal cells and tissues originating in the DNA
• Other systems that produce energy as part of their ongoing normal function and movement, i.e. organs involved in digestion, elimination, and movement

The Equipment:

The NES Professional system consists of a computer, the NES software, and the interface unit. The software operates the computer electronics in such a way that a hologram of the optimum body-field is created and then compared to a snapshot of the patient’s body field obtained by when the patient’s fingers are placed on the interface. The NES notes the differences in the fields and displays the condition of 14 energy centers in the body; 12 compartments of the body-field; different body terrains; as well as different shocks (genetic, emotional, environmental, physical, allergies, nutritional) that may have originally disrupted the body-field. The total test, evaluation and display time is less than 10 seconds. The process does not stimulate the body with frequencies or require energy to generate a response from the body. Whatever body-field is present is simply compared to the model and analyzed.

The Remedies:

The NES remedies are designed to provide the patient’s body-field the information needed to restore any deviations from the optimal model field. This in turn allows the corrected body-field to direct restoration of optimal function for the biological system. This distinguishes the Nutri-Energetic remedies from classical homeopathic preparations.

Traditional homeopathics are produced by diluting a substance that would ordinarily cause disease symptoms when administered in treatment, to a healthy person without the disease. In other words homeopathics work by stimulating the body-field to react to the remedy. Because they are created from disease causing substances, homeopathics trigger the body-field to react to the disease itself, even though the dilution of the medicine is not sufficient to cause any adverse symptoms. Thus, a healing effect is produced because of the corrective response of the body to the energetic imprint of the homeopathic remedy. This response requires energy and will not work as effectively for people without sufficient energy reserves.

Nutri-Energetics “infoceuticals” provide the correct message that will help bring the body-field back to normal functioning. They have been developed to correct underlying energy patterns which are the reason why a disease developed in the first place. Subsequently, when the adverse pattern is corrected, the disease cannot exist any longer and the body can proceed towards a healthier pattern.
The NES remedies are made by imprinting magnetic information into a base of organic colloidal minerals. When the remedies are taken they transfer this information to the body-field by the path requiring the least amount of energy called the Zero Energy Pathway. When illness occurs this Zero Energy Pathway is disrupted and the body adapts in order to survive by forcing the information transfer to continue on an alternate pathway that requires energy to continue processing. This results in a feeling of fatigue. The NES remedies correct these pathways by restoring the optimal, energy efficient Zero Energy Pathway allowing a restoration of health.

The NES infoceuticals come in 4 main categories:

1. **Drivers**: help to re-energize weakened and depleted organs and commence a detox. There are 14 Driver remedies to balance the organs and to power the Body-field. These drivers are divided into 4 macro drivers and 10 micro drivers.
   a. **Macro Drivers**: Source, Nerves, Heart, Lungs
   b. **Micro Drivers**: Stomach, Muscles, Skin, Cell, Bone, Liver, Kidney, Immunity, Pancreas, Thymus

2. **Energetic Integrators**: direct the route for information communication between the different systems of the Body-field. There are 12 Integrator remedies:
   - Nerve (Large Intestine), Chest (Lung), Mucosa (Small Intestine), Neurotransmitters (Heart), Lymphatic (Bladder), Ph (Kidney), Blood (Gall Bladder), Microbes (Liver), Thyroid (Triple Warmer), Circulation (Heart Protector), Heavy Metal (Stomach), Collapse (Spleen)

3. **Environmental Terrains**: are remedies designed to alter the internal milieu so that various families of viruses and other microorganisms cannot thrive. There are 14 terrain formulas. These remedies are sometimes included in the Shock Adjusters below.

4. **Shock Adjusters**: are remedies to address specific shocks (physical, chemical or emotional) that created disturbances in the Body-field in the past or that are ongoing current issues. There are approximately 45 such remedies with more added as research continues.

**The Protocol:**

The NES Professional will recommend the most appropriate remedies for each session to provide the optimum removal of distortions and warps of the overall body-field. These remedies work by directing the sequencing of energizing,
unfolding and balancing, somewhat like the opening of a flower blossom’s petals in a particular sequence. The remedies are designed to:

1. Correct body-field alignment with the earth’s fields
2. Correct polarity of cells and tissues
3. Provide energetic drivers to restore energy to the most depleted of the 14 energy sources
4. Begin the detox process – the same energetic drivers accomplish the initiation of the appropriate sequence of detoxification
5. Correct the structure of the 12 compartments of the overall body-field according to the unfolding sequence required by the optimum body-field model
6. Correct the energetic terrains to eliminate susceptibility to microorganism infestation
7. Correct the initial emotional, physical, chemical shocks that disrupted the optimum structure of the body-field eventually resulting in the disease conditions

The remedies so powerfully affect the body-field that they usually are taken 6 to 9 drops every 2 or 3 days, with different remedies alternating on different days. If more than one remedy is required on the same day then they are separated by at least 10 minutes. Sometimes the effect needed requires combining 2 or more remedies together which produces a different result than taking the remedies separately.

**System capabilities:**

Quoting Harry Massey and Peter Fraser, the NES inventors and authors of “The Unturned Stone A Revolution in Preventative Healthcare”, the following items can be screened and treated:

1. Displays structural damage done to the Quantum Electro-Dynamic body-field
   a. *Summary of the human Quantum Electro-Dynamic body-field*
   b. *Big field influences – gravity, ionic and Earth’s magnetic field*
   c. *Levels of the energy drivers of the body-field*
   d. *Structural status of the energetic compartments of the body-field*
2. Displays client’s current symptoms, which are a reflection of damage done to the client’s body-field, which can be helped using Nutri-Energetics remedies.
   a. Main organ function assessment
   b. Musculo-skeletal – able to pinpoint exactly where pain is occurring in the body and recommends how to fix the problem
   c. Root intolerances/allergies – concentrates not on the intolerances but on the root causes behind them
   d. Metabolism – base rate, PH balance, carbohydrate, protein, glucose, blood sugar, enzyme creation and function
   e. Nutrition – concentrating on the root causes behind malabsorption and metabolism of vitamins, minerals and fats
   f. Factors affecting oxygenation
   g. Current emotional state
   h. Full mental function assessment
   i. Meridian function

3. Displays the shocks that have caused damage to your client’s body-field
   a. Genetic influences – indicates which genetic traits are partly responsible for a client’s current condition
   b. Environmental causes of body-field damage, categorized in order to best advise clients on how they can avoid the pollutants most affecting them
   c. Practitioner own view of exactly which toxins are causing damage to which parts of the body-field and hence responsible for which symptoms
   d. Pleomorphic organisms and viruses, with information as to why the body’s immune system has not been able to react appropriately
   e. Emotional shocks
   f. Nutritional deficiencies

4. Displays full treatment information
   a. Displays help files containing full treatment information about each and every issue displayed by NES-Professional
   b. Recommends the most appropriate remedies for your client for each and every screen, with full information on hand so you are able to explain to your client during the learning process
c. Contains a shop within the software, so that you are able to order immediately the remedies that it has recommended for your client and that is able to print out invoices for a direct billing process

**Conclusion:**

In the clinical application of the NES, changes are usually visible from the very beginning. During their first session patients often exclaim “Wow, it really nailed me”! Or “Boy it got that right!” Patients are quite surprised to see their issues appear right on the screen along with detailed information about what the contributing factors are. Even though the system is designed to be a long term, step-by-step approach to energizing, detoxing, and recovery, most people notice changes very quickly, often within days. These changes may be uncomfortable for a few days, as in a healing crisis or when retracing the tissue memories of past diseases or traumas, but they are recognized as steps towards recovery.